Alabama (9)

#Bush = 364, #Kerry = 246, %Bush = 0.5967, %Kerry = 0.4033

P(Bush wins) = 1

P(Kerry wins) = 0
Alaska (3)

#Bush = 342 , #Kerry = 180 , %Bush = 0.6552 , %Kerry = 0.3448

P(Bush wins) = 1

P(Kerry wins) = 0
Arizona (10)

#Bush = 299, #Kerry = 240, %Bush = 0.5547, %Kerry = 0.4453

P(Bush wins) = 0.9945

P(Kerry wins) = 0.0055
Arkansas (6)

#Bush = 332, #Kerry = 291, %Bush = 0.5329, %Kerry = 0.4671

P(Bush wins) = 0.9499

P(Kerry wins) = 0.0501
California (55)

#Bush = 328 , #Kerry = 391 , %Bush = 0.4562 , %Kerry = 0.5438

P(Bush wins) = 0.0093  P(Kerry wins) = 0.9907
Colorado (9)

#Bush = 311, #Kerry = 270, %Bush = 0.5353, %Kerry = 0.4647

P(Bush wins) = 0.9557
P(Kerry wins) = 0.0443
Connecticut (7)

#Bush = 234, #Kerry = 324, %Bush = 0.4194, %Kerry = 0.5806

P(Bush wins) = 1e−04

P(Kerry wins) = 0.9999
Delaware (3)

Bush = 246, Kerry = 300, %Bush = 0.4505, %Kerry = 0.5495

P(Bush wins) = 0.0103  P(Kerry wins) = 0.9897
District of Columbia (3)

\#Bush = 66 , \#Kerry = 468 , \%Bush = 0.1236 , \%Kerry = 0.8764

P(Bush wins) = 0

P(Kerry wins) = 1
Florida (27)

#Bush = 358, #Kerry = 375, %Bush = 0.4884, %Kerry = 0.5116

P(Bush wins) = 0.2649

P(Kerry wins) = 0.7351

% for Kerry
Georgia (15)

#Bush = 345, #Kerry = 246, %Bush = 0.5838, %Kerry = 0.4162

P(Bush wins) = 1

P(Kerry wins) = 0
Hawaii (4)

#Bush = 246, #Kerry = 306, %Bush = 0.4457, %Kerry = 0.5543

P(Bush wins) = 0.0053

P(Kerry wins) = 0.9947
Idaho (4)

#Bush = 354, #Kerry = 180, %Bush = 0.6629, %Kerry = 0.3371

P(Bush wins) = 1
P(Kerry wins) = 0

% for Kerry
Illinois (21)

#Bush = 250, #Kerry = 356, %Bush = 0.4125, %Kerry = 0.5875

P(Bush wins) = 0
P(Kerry wins) = 1
Indiana (11)

#Bush = 352, #Kerry = 224, %Bush = 0.6111, %Kerry = 0.3889

P(Bush wins) = 1
P(Kerry wins) = 0
Iowa (7)

#Bush = 349, #Kerry = 313, %Bush = 0.5272, %Kerry = 0.4728

P(Bush wins) = 0.9193  P(Kerry wins) = 0.0807

% for Kerry
Kansas (6)

#Bush = 390, #Kerry = 239, %Bush = 0.62, %Kerry = 0.38

P(Bush wins) = 1

P(Kerry wins) = 0

% for Kerry
Kentucky (8)

#Bush = 371, #Kerry = 235, %Bush = 0.6122, %Kerry = 0.3878

P(Bush wins) = 1

P(Kerry wins) = 0
Louisiana (9)

#Bush = 300, #Kerry = 252, %Bush = 0.5435, %Kerry = 0.4565

P(Bush wins) = 0.9796

P(Kerry wins) = 0.0204
Maine (4)

#Bush = 297, #Kerry = 337, %Bush = 0.4685, %Kerry = 0.5315

P(Bush wins) = 0.0559

P(Kerry wins) = 0.9441
Maryland (10)

#Bush = 238, #Kerry = 325, %Bush = 0.4227, %Kerry = 0.5773

P(Bush wins) = 1e−04  P(Kerry wins) = 0.9999
Massachusetts (12)

#Bush = 162, #Kerry = 384, %Bush = 0.2967, %Kerry = 0.7033

P(Bush wins) = 0
P(Kerry wins) = 1
Michigan (17)

#Bush = 292, #Kerry = 343, %Bush = 0.4598, %Kerry = 0.5402

P(Bush wins) = 0.0214
P(Kerry wins) = 0.9786
Minnesota (10)

#Bush = 270, #Kerry = 282, %Bush = 0.4891, %Kerry = 0.5109

P(Bush wins) = 0.3046  P(Kerry wins) = 0.6954
Mississippi (6)

\#Bush = 306, \#Kerry = 252, \%Bush = 0.5484, \%Kerry = 0.4516

P(Bush wins) = 0.989

P(Kerry wins) = 0.011
Missouri (11)

#Bush = 357 , #Kerry = 303 , %Bush = 0.5409 , %Kerry = 0.4591

P(Bush wins) = 0.9823

P(Kerry wins) = 0.0177
Montana (3)

#Bush = 360 , #Kerry = 192 , %Bush = 0.6522 , %Kerry = 0.3478

P(Bush wins) = 1

P(Kerry wins) = 0
Nebraska (5)

#Bush = 366, #Kerry = 180, %Bush = 0.6703, %Kerry = 0.3297

P(Bush wins) = 1

P(Kerry wins) = 0
Nevada (5)

#Bush = 303, #Kerry = 263, %Bush = 0.5353, %Kerry = 0.4647

P(Bush wins) = 0.9538

P(Kerry wins) = 0.0462
New Hampshire (4)

#Bush = 282, #Kerry = 276, %Bush = 0.5054, %Kerry = 0.4946

P(Bush wins) = 0.6003

P(Kerry wins) = 0.3997
New Jersey (15)

#Bush = 252 , #Kerry = 300 , %Bush = 0.4565 , %Kerry = 0.5435

P(Bush wins) = 0.0204

P(Kerry wins) = 0.9796
New Mexico (5)

\#Bush = 276, \#Kerry = 288, \%Bush = 0.4894, \%Kerry = 0.5106

\[
P(\text{Bush wins}) = 0.3065 \\
P(\text{Kerry wins}) = 0.6935
\]
New York (31)

#Bush = 215, #Kerry = 353, %Bush = 0.3785, %Kerry = 0.6215

P(Bush wins) = 0

P(Kerry wins) = 1
North Carolina (15)

#Bush = 376, #Kerry = 302, %Bush = 0.5546, %Kerry = 0.4454

P(Bush wins) = 0.9978
P(Kerry wins) = 0.0022

% for Kerry
North Dakota (3)

#Bush = 372, #Kerry = 198, %Bush = 0.6526, %Kerry = 0.3474

P(Bush wins) = 1

P(Kerry wins) = 0
Ohio (20)

#Bush = 391, #Kerry = 412, %Bush = 0.4869, %Kerry = 0.5131

P(Bush wins) = 0.2292

P(Kerry wins) = 0.7708
Oregon (7)

#Bush = 326, #Kerry = 344, %Bush = 0.4866, %Kerry = 0.5134

P(Bush wins) = 0.2433

P(Kerry wins) = 0.7567
Pennsylvania (21)

#Bush = 358, #Kerry = 422, %Bush = 0.459, %Kerry = 0.541

\[ P(\text{Bush wins}) = 0.0109 \quad \text{P(Kerry wins)} = 0.9891 \]
Rhode Island (4)

#Bush = 243, #Kerry = 319, %Bush = 0.4324, %Kerry = 0.5676

P(Bush wins) = 7e−04
P(Kerry wins) = 0.9993
South Carolina (8)

Bush = 321, Kerry = 220, %Bush = 0.5933, %Kerry = 0.4067

P(Bush wins) = 1
P(Kerry wins) = 0
South Dakota (3)

#Bush = 348, #Kerry = 234, %Bush = 0.5979, %Kerry = 0.4021

P(Bush wins) = 1

P(Kerry wins) = 0

% for Kerry
Tennessee (11)

#Bush = 368, #Kerry = 234, %Bush = 0.6113, %Kerry = 0.3887

P(Bush wins) = 1

P(Kerry wins) = 0
Texas (34)

#Bush = 356, #Kerry = 220, %Bush = 0.6181, %Kerry = 0.3819

P(Bush wins) = 1

P(Kerry wins) = 0

% for Kerry
Utah (5)

#Bush = 384, #Kerry = 162, %Bush = 0.7033, %Kerry = 0.2967

P(Bush wins) = 1

P(Kerry wins) = 0
Vermont (3)

\#Bush = 240 , \#Kerry = 300 , \%Bush = 0.4444 , \%Kerry = 0.5556

\[ \text{P(Bush wins)} = 0.0048 \quad \text{P(Kerry wins)} = 0.9952 \]
Virginia (13)

Bush wins: 0.8664
Kerry wins: 0.1336

Bush = 333, Kerry = 305, Bush % = 0.5219, Kerry % = 0.4781
P(Bush wins) = 0.0533

P(Kerry wins) = 0.9467

Washington (11)

#Bush = 288, #Kerry = 328, %Bush = 0.4675, %Kerry = 0.5325
West Virginia (5)

#Bush = 276, #Kerry = 276, %Bush = 0.5, %Kerry = 0.5

P(Bush wins) = 0.5

P(Kerry wins) = 0.5
Wisconsin (10)

#Bush = 282, #Kerry = 282, %Bush = 0.5, %Kerry = 0.5

\[ P(\text{Bush wins}) = 0.5 \]

\[ P(\text{Kerry wins}) = 0.5 \]
Wyoming (3)

#Bush = 390, #Kerry = 174, %Bush = 0.6915, %Kerry = 0.3085

P(Bush wins) = 1

P(Kerry wins) = 0